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AA  TTyyppiiccaall  DDaayy  aatt  WWeessttccoovvee  
  

Since you are considering a stay at Westcove, we thought you would want a few 
more details about how your time might be spent. The information below describes 

how many guests have planned their time there. Of course you may have your own 

ideas. 
 

Where: Westcove, on the Ring of Kerry, County Kerry, western Ireland. The 

property is on the Kenmare Estuary, between Castlecove and 
Caherdaniel. You can visit online at www.westcove.ie/. 

 

How: One can fly to Ireland - arriving at Dublin, Shannon, or Cork from the 

US, depending on which US airport one uses. Dublin is a 4-5 hour drive 

to Westcove, Shannon about 4, and Cork about 2. You will need to rent 

a car, both to get to the estate, and to tour around the area while you 
are there. Driving on the left is not difficult, once you get a bit used to 

it. It seems more intimidating than it actually is. However, if you prefer 

to hire a car and driver during your stay, that can be arranged. 
 

Westcove is an ideal base from which to explore Western Ireland (see also list of 
"Places to Go, Things to Do").  We like writer Anna Quindlen’s advice, which is: 

”when traveling, always allow plenty of time for serendipity.” Usually it is those 

unexpected happenings which remain vividly in your memories of the trip. 
 

First of all, keep in mind that Westcove is not a hotel, but a family home, so the 

routine is generally a bit different from that of a hotel.  Katherine Casey is the estate 
manger/housekeeper and cook, and her husband Michael sees to all things 

mechanical, horticultural, etc.  There will be "House Notes" in each property. 
 

Morning: Breakfast; there are kitchens in the House, Stables. Garden Cottage, & 

Pier Cottage. Breakfast supplies can be arranged in advance for a fee. 
 

Daytime: One can hike, drive to various sites, towns, shops, art centers, etc. 

There is horseback riding, fishing, falconry, and of course golf – lots of it 
within an hour or so – some closer. See enclosed golf information. Need 

we mention the chocolate factory? Of course you can also stay at 

Westcove and luxuriate in just relaxing in beautiful surroundings. By the 
way, there is a sauna adjoining the Stables, available to all Westcove 

guests, as well as fitness equipment. And in Caherdaniel there is an 

excellent massage therapist, should you need to work out some kinks. 
 

Lunch: Perhaps at one of the many pubs in the area. 
 

Afternoon: Tea if you want; you can ask Jane Urquhart (next property), who has a 

bakery, to supply some baked goods for a price.  She also has a 
seasonal Tea Garden on site, with offerings for both lunch and tea. You 

might also want to have tea while you’re out; there are tea shops in 

Sneem, Kenmare and other villages. 
 

Evening: Generally people gather to compare notes on how they’ve spent their 

day. Then dinner – perhaps at one of the local pubs, or at “home” if you 
have arranged that (Katherine has pre-prepared meals available for a 

fee) or wish to cook it yourselves. 
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 Everyone might gather for conversation and stories, music, singing and 

possibly games. There are games available for those so inclined. This is 
where a lot that is memorable about Westcove happens. And 

eventually, to bed – you’ll sleep well in the wonderful Irish air! 
 

This describes a possible evening at Westcove. If you go out to a pub, Katherine or 

her colleague Bernie Kennedy (a member of a local music group – you might even 

hire them one evening for an at-home “ceilidh,” and Bernie enjoys teaching guests 
some basic Irish dancing) can determine which ones will have live music, especially 

traditional Irish music, sometimes with dancing as well. All Irish people seem to love 

dancing, and it’s lovely to see everyone joining in! 
 

We love the former slogan of the Irish Tourist Board: “Go Where Ireland Takes You!” 

– good advice! 
  
 

Please know that we love sharing our experiences, and those of previous guests, 

with anyone planning a stay at Westcove; you’ve only to contact us with any 

questions.  
 


